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ABSTRACT
So far� research on mobile ad hoc networks has been fo�
cused primarily on routing issues� Security� on the other
hand� has been given a lower priority� This paper provides
an overview of security problems for mobile ad hoc networks�
distinguishing the threats on basic mechanisms and on se�
curity mechanisms� It then describes our solution to protect
the security mechanisms� The original features of this so�
lution include that �i� it is fully decentralized and �ii� all
nodes are assigned equivalent roles�

1. INTRODUCTION
The recent history of the Internet and of cellular networks
has shown that if security of a given network architecture
is not properly designed from the very beginning� then the
security breaches will be exploited by malicious users� More�
over� introducing or reinforcing security mechanisms a pos�
teriori can be a very painful and expensive process� Security
in mobile ad hoc networks is particularly di�cult to achieve�
notably because of the vulnerability of the links� the limited
physical protection of each of the nodes� the sporadic na�
ture of connectivity� the dynamically changing topology� the
absence of a certi�cation authority� and the lack of a cen�
tralized monitoring or management point�

Clearly� security requirements depend very much on the kind
of mission for which the mobile ad hoc network has been con�
ceived� and the environment in which it has to operate� For
example� a military mobile ad hoc network certainly will
have very stringent requirements in terms of con�dential�
ity and resistance to denial of service attacks� Mechanisms
to encourage cooperation between nodes �as presented later�
can be highly desirable in a civilian context� whereas they do
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not make much sense in their military counterpart� More�
over� anonymity will usually be desirable in both military
and civilian contexts� but with di
erent �avors� in the case
of the battle�eld� it is important to hide the location of the
headquarters� whereas in a commercial scenario� a consumer
may wish to protect his privacy with respect to a given ser�
vice provider or merchant� Another example is zero con�g�
uration� networks �www�zeroconf�org�� where nodes must
be able to authenticate each other even in the absence of
any infrastructure� Yet another example is spontaneous
networking� �	��� where security associations can leverage
on the trust relationships between the people involved� Fi�
nally� a network of sensors will generally have security re�
quirements that are quite di
erent from ad hoc networks
comprised of personal communication devices ��	��

Nevertheless� security requirements and mechanisms exhibit
interesting commonalities across most mobile ad hoc net�
works� which we are now going to present and discuss� A
property that we will mention several times is self�organi�
zation� namely the ability of a mobile ad hoc network to
work without any external management or con�guration�
Although not all mobile ad hoc networks are self�organized�
this property is assumed in most of the ongoing research
projects�

Security can be perceived and implemented at di
erent lev�
els� In particular� it is possible to embed security mecha�
nisms in the application� This paper will not consider this
kind of security� rather� it will focus on the security mech�
anisms which are related to the very nature of the kind of
network under scrutiny�

The rest of the paper is organized in the following way� In
Section �� we will re�ne the identi�cation of the threats� In
Section �� we will see how the basic mechanisms of such a
network can be protected� In Section �� we will address the
di�cult question of protecting the security mechanisms� In
Section �� we will present our solution to the latter problem�
We will conclude the paper in Section ��

When appropriate� we will refer to a research program we
have recently started� called Terminodes �	� 	�� ��� focused
on self�organized mobile ad hoc networks�



2. THREATS
In this section� we will describe the most important threats
that mobile ad hoc networks have to face� One can distin�
guish essentially two levels of attack�

� Attacks on the basic mechanisms of the ad hoc net�
work� such as routing� Prevention of these attacks re�
quires security mechanisms that are often based on
cryptographic algorithms�

� Attacks on the security mechanisms and notably on
the key management mechanisms� Key management
is certainly not a problem limited to ad hoc networks�
However� because of the peculiarities of ad hoc net�
works� its solution requires speci�c attention�

2.1 Vulnerabilities of the basic mechanisms
Unlike nodes of conventional �wireline� networks� nodes of
ad hoc networks cannot be assumed to be secured in locked
cabinets� Therefore� they risk being captured and com�
promised� The terminals of cellular networks� for example�
have been frequently stolen or tampered with by rogue users�
entailing losses to the order of hundreds of millions of dollars
for the operators�

As all communications are performed over the air� ad hoc
networks are vulnerable to attacks ranging from eavesdrop�
ping to active interference�

Another problem related to the previous one is that the al�
gorithms are assumed to be cooperative� For example�
in a MAC layer� nodes are expected to cooperate� In a
contention�based mechanism� nodes must follow the prede�
�ned rules to avoid collisions or recover from them� In a
contention�free mechanism �which is better suited to ad hoc
networks�� each node must obtain an agreement from all the
others for an exclusive use of the channel resource� In both
cases� if a node does not respect the rules� the allocation of
the communication channel will be unfair and the perfor�
mance of the network can be severely a
ected�

Routing mechanisms are more vulnerable in ad hoc net�
works than in conventional networks because in ad hoc net�
works each device acts as a relay� This means� for example�
that an adversary who hijacks an ad hoc node could paralyze
the entire network by disseminating false routing informa�
tion� A less dramatic but more subtle malicious behavior is
node sel�shness� some nodes may be tempted to not relay
packets �e�g�� in order to save their own battery� �	���

Moreover� weaknesses in the protocols can be exploited to
perform malicious neighbor discovery� For example� re�
searchers have recently shown how this kind of attack can
be performed against a Bluetooth device �	���

2.2 Vulnerabilities of the security mechanisms
In virtually any network� the fundamental security mecha�
nisms require that the users make use of appropriate cryp�
tographic keys� As mentioned in ����� the goal of a good
cryptographic design is to reduce complex problems to the
proper management and safe�keeping of a small number of
cryptographic keys� This objective is di�cult to accomplish

in an ad hoc network �in which the di
erent nodes move
around and in which connectivity is not guaranteed��

Examples of attacks against the security mechanisms are
the following� public keys can be maliciously replaced� some
keys can be compromised� if there is a �distributed� trusted
server� it can fall under the control of a malicious party�
These threats are not speci�c to ad hoc networks� but the
solutions have to take into account the peculiarities of ad
hoc networks�

3. PROTECTION OF THE BASIC MECHA-
NISMS

In this section� we will consider a certain number of solutions
that can be deployed in order to thwart the attacks men�
tioned in Subsection ��	� We will not address the protection
of the radio interface �e�g�� prevention of eavesdropping and
jamming�� as this issue is not really speci�c to mobile ad
hoc networks� This problem has been intensively researched
for virtually all wireless networks and many solutions have
been proposed and deployed� such as spread spectrum com�
munication and frequency hopping �		��

3.1 Tamper resistance
As a device is at risk of being captured and hijacked� it must
be protected in some way� The conventional solution con�
sists in protecting the device �or part of it� by implementing
it in tamper resistant hardware �for a critical assessment of
tamper resistant devices� see ��� ����� A �rst option would
consist in embedding the cryptographic information �the se�
cret key� typically� in a smart card� which could be plugged
and removed at will into and from the node itself� the SIM
card based solution of GSM works according to this princi�
ple� The advantage of a removable card is that it allows a
user to change devices while keeping her own private data�
An additional advantage is that all the sensitive information
is protected by the smart card� There are also drawbacks�
by its nature� the smart card has no direct input�output ca�
pabilities towards the user� it does not have its own power
supply neither does it have its own clock� This makes smart
cards vulnerable to attacks mounted from a compromised
device in which they are plugged in�

An additional need is to protect the networking mechanisms
embedded in the node �e�g�� routing�� A solution is to store
the related software in a smart card� If the smart card is
not powerful enough� a possibility consists in making use of
security processors� which comprise a processor� some mem�
ory� and appropriate tamper detection circuitry ���� This
can provide more security than the smart card� There is
still a problem� however� a software package such as rout�
ing has to be upgraded from time to time� Therefore� there
must be a mechanism by which the operating system can
check that a new version of software is a legitimate one�

A related issue is system imprinting � at initialization� a sys�
tem must be told in one way or another to whom and how it
has to obey �namely who are its users� what is the identity
or the category of the other devices it is entitled to commu�
nicate with� what are the access rights� etc�� The solutions
will very much depend on the raison d��etre of the mobile
ad hoc network� For an entertaining and thought�provoking



discussion of this issue� see ����� This paper also discusses
among others the battery exhaustion attack�

A related problem is to know whom to trust� If the device
is equipped with a tamper resistant security module� how
do we make sure that the latter has not been replaced by a
faked one� Even if it is the legitimate one� to what extent
do we trust the manufacturer� Clearly� the manufacturer
must be regularly scrutinized by an appropriate authority�
But here again� do we trust this authority�

3.2 Routing-based mechanisms
In mobile ad hoc networks� a lot of research has been devoted
to routing algorithms� However� in most cases� the nodes
are assumed to be cooperative� Initial work on mitigating
routing misbehavior in mobile ad hoc networks is proposed
in �	��� In this paper� the authors consider the case in which
some malicious nodes agree to forward packets but fail to
do so� In order to cope with this problem� they propose
two mechanisms� a watchdog� in charge of identifying the
misbehaving nodes� and a pathrater� in charge of de�ning
the best route circumventing these nodes�

The paper shows that these two mechanisms make it possi�
ble to maintain the total throughput of the network at an
acceptable level� even in the presence of a high amount of
misbehaving nodes �e�g�� ����� However� the operation of
the watchdog is based on an assumption which is not al�
ways true �as reckoned by the authors�� the promiscuous
mode of the wireless interface� Another problem is that the
sel�shness of the nodes does not seem to be castigated� on
the contrary� by the combination of the watchdog and the
pathrater� the misbehaving nodes will not be bothered by
the transit tra�c� while still enjoying the possibility to gen�
erate and to receive tra�c� The proposed mechanisms could
be enriched in such a way that a misbehaving node would be
locked out by its neighbors� There would still be two prob�
lems� however� �i� the lockout mechanism could be exploited
to mount denial�of�service attacks and �ii� a locked out node
could simply move away� in an area where his misbehavior
has not yet been reported�

On the other hand� as pointed out in ����� certain prop�
erties of ad hoc networks can be exploited to achieve se�
cure routing� Routing protocols of ad hoc networks have to
cope with outdated routing information to accomodate the
dynamically changing topology� False routing information
generated by compromised nodes could� to some extent� be
considered outdated information� As long as the number
of correct nodes remains high enough� the routing protocol
should be able to �nd routes that circumvent the compro�
mised nodes� As routing protocols can discover multiple
routes� nodes can switch to an alternative route when the
primary route appears to have failed�

Multiple routes may require that the same packet is sent sev�
eral times� leading to a wastage of resources� However� an
appropriate coding strategy can avoid message retransmis�
sion� The basic idea is to transmit redundant information
through additional routes for error correction and detection�
Two examples of this approach are diversity coding ��� and
multiple description subband coding �	���

An attacker can also try to modify the content of the rout�
ing table� The simplest way to thwart such an attack is to
avoid routing tables� and to base packet forwarding on geo�
graphic information �	�� ��� However� this requires that each
of the nodes is aware of its own geographic position and is
able to share it with others� hence creating other kinds of
vulnerabilities�

To conclude this subsection� it is worth mentioning that
researchers are also exploring the application of intrusion
detection techniques to the protection of mobile ad hoc net�
works ����� Moreover� prevention of tra�c analysis has also
been considered �	���

3.3 Neighborhood
Attacks can be based on the protocols between neighbors�
such as the hello protocol� By this technique� an attacker
can force a victim node to unveil private data� such as its
identity� In fact� even in the much simpler case of cellular
networks� in which users can rely on their home network
operator to protect their privacy� many solutions have been
proposed� but the problem is not yet really solved ����

In the framework of Bluetooth� the authors of �	�� show how
the activity of a victim can be observed by a set of devices
installed in strategic places by an attacker� In the same
paper� they suggest a solution based on pseudonyms� if the
identity of a device changes for each session� then it becomes
much more di�cult for an intruder to trace its location and
its activities� However� this induces a higher complexity of
the addressing schemes�

3.4 Service enforcement
If an ad hoc network is self�organized� service availability is
a major requirement� There are two issues� First� end�users
must be given incentives to cooperate �and notably to relay
packets for the bene�t of other users�� Second� they must
be discouraged from overloading the network� In mobile
ad hoc networks proposed and implemented so far� these
two aspects were irrelevant because of the small size of the
network and the emergency situations in which they were
expected to be deployed� Moreover� the nodes belonged to
the same authority and shared the same goals�

In our research program �	� 	�� ��� we have removed these
assumptions� Relying on the observation that sophisticated
transactions are usually based on some form of currency�
we have devised a mechanism based on a virtual currency
called a nuglet� ���� nodes remunerate each other for the
services they provide to each other� In this way� a node can
make use of the network only if it also contributes to the
bene�t of the community� In the context of the Internet�
a similar example� aimed at fostering Web publishing by
micro�transactions� is Mojo Nation �www�mojonation�net��

We have explored the application of nuglets to stimulate
the provision of the packet forwarding service� We have
proposed two charging models� the Packet Purse Model� in
which the source is charged� and the Packet Trade Model�
in which the destination is charged� Figure 	 illustrates the
operation of the Packet Purse Model� For a more detailed
description of the models� we refer to ����
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Figure �� Virtual currency� the nuglets � The source
puts � nuglets in the packet purse� The �rst relaying
node R	 charges � nuglet� which is taken from the
packet purse� The second relaying node R� charges
� nuglets� This higher greediness can be motivated�
for instance� by the fact that R� has to face a higher
energy expenditure to relay the packet �typically if
the distance to the next hop is higher	�

The protection of the models against misuse could be based
on a tamper resistant hardware module in each device� This
module would manage the nuglets of the node in such a
way that the node cannot increase its stock of nuglets in
an illegitimate way� In addition� this module would also
be used to provide cryptographic protection for the packet
purses� A protocol that could be used for this purpose is
described in ����

4. PROTECTING THE SECURITY MECH-
ANISMS

As we have mentioned in Subsection ���� protecting the secu�
rity mechanisms in an ad hoc network is a major challenge�
We will focus here on what is arguably the most critical and
complex issue� namely key establishment� As mentioned in
����� key establishment can be realized by key transport or
key agreement� In key transport� one party creates or oth�
erwise obtains a secret value� and securely transfers it to the
other�s�� In key agreement� a shared key is derived by two
�or more� parties as a function of information contributed
by� or associated with� each of these� �ideally� in such a way
that no party can predetermine the resulting value� Both
approaches can be based on symmetric or asymmetric tech�
niques� and there are a number of well de�ned protocols to
achieve this goal �����

The identi�cation of the appropriate solution in an ad hoc
network will depend on a number of criteria� such as� What
are the expected security functions to be implemented �con�
�dentiality� integrity� authentication������ Is there an au�
thority� or are there several authority domains� If there is
an authority� what is its role in the initialization phase �e�g��
can the authority install appropriate cryptographic material
in each node before usage�� If there are several authority
domains� what is the level of trust between them� and how
do they build up a trust relationship� If there is a trusted

server �or several ones�� is it accessible on�line� Is there an
upper bound on the number of users� known a priori� Are
trust relationships between any two users publicly known or
available� Is key establishment limited to two parties� or is
also multi�party key establishment to be considered� Last
but not least� what exactly is the key life cycle� in particular�
is key revocation to be considered�

For lack of space� we cannot discuss each of these criteria�
We will assume that there is no authority �or� in an equiv�
alent way� that each node is its own authority domain�� we
will also assume that there is no �xed server�

Asymmetric key cryptography is an appropriate concept for
this case�� because it does not require online trusted servers�
However� there is a drawback related to key revocation� The
usual scalable mechanism to achieve this is that an authority
maintains a list of revoked keys on a server� a solution clearly
not adapted to our problem� An alternative would be to
request the public key directly from its owner� But this
would have to be realized for each new interaction in a secure
way� and therefore the expected bene�ts of the asymmetric
technique would be lost�

In spite of this drawback� in the rest of our discussion� we
will focus on key establishment using asymmetric key cryp�
tography� In such a system� each node has a public�private
key pair� Public keys can be distributed to other nodes�
while private keys should be kept con�dential to individ�
ual nodes� A crucial problem for a given node A is how to
obtain the authentic public key of a node B� The most im�
portant threat is an intruder�in�the�middle attack ����� We
will discuss this issue in Section ��

A way to use asymmetric key cryptosystems for the trans�
port of the symmetric keys is to encrypt a symmetric key
generated by one party with the public key of the other
party�

As for key agreement� Di�e and Hellman have suggested
a technique of key exchange ��� based on asymmetric key
cryptography� In this approach� two parties wanting to
communicate securely begin their interaction by exchang�
ing �appropriately constructed� random values� from which
both compute locally the same key� The basic version pro�
vides protection in the form of secrecy of the resulting key
from passive adversaries� In order to thwart active attacks�
such as the intruder�in�the�middle attack� several proposals
have been made� Three prominent examples thereof are the
Station�to�Station protocol �	��� theMTI key agreement pro�
tocol �	�� and key agreement using self�certifying keys �	���
They propose a way to bind the exchanged random values
to the identities of the parties� The problem is that this
requires involving a trusted party �typically when a given
party is initialized for the very �rst time�� In a self�organized
mobile ad hoc network� this would require that this role is
played by a unique authority �e�g�� a single manufacturer
of the security module of each node�� we consider that this
assumption is too restrictive for our case�

�In practice� for e�ciency reasons� symmetric key schemes
are used to secure further communication after the nodes
have authenticated each other and established a secret sym�
metric key using asymmetric key cryptography�



Identity�based cryptosystems ���� are a way to circumvent
the problem of binding public keys to identities� In these sys�
tems� an entity�s public identi�cation information �unique
name� plays the role of its public key� thus avoiding the
need for users to exchange �and certify in some way� their
public keys� a further advantage is that public directories
of key certi�cates do not need to be kept� However� the
drawback is that a trusted authority is needed for the es�
tablishment of the private keys of the users� In theory� this
trusted authority is required only at system set up� But in
practice� its activation would still be necessary in case e�g�
a private key gets lost or compromised� For this reason� this
approach does not seem to be appropriate for our case�

There are essentially three families of approaches for elim�
inating a centralized certi�cation authority in a mobile ad
hoc network� The �rst consists in emulating a conventional
certi�cation authority by distributing it on several nodes�
the second consists in a totally distributed solution� where
nodes have to authenticate each other by setting up an ap�
propriate context� we will describe these �rst two options
hereafter� The third one is our proposal� it is based on a
self�organized public�key infrastructure� We will discuss it
in Section ��

4.1 Emulation of a certification authority
In ����� the authors propose a key management service� dis�
tributed over a certain number of nodes called servers� The
service� as a whole� has a public�private pair K�k� The pub�
lic key K is known to all nodes in the network� whereas the
private key k is divided into n shares s�� s�� ���sn� one share
for each server� Each server i also has a public�private key
Ki�ki� and knows the public keys of all nodes� The n servers
are chosen arbitrarily among the nodes of the network�

In order to protect itself against the potential compromise of
some of the n servers� the system uses threshold cryptogra�
phy� An �n� t�	� threshold cryptography scheme �n � �t�	�
allows n parties to share the ability to perform a crypto�
graphic operation �e�g�� creating a digital signature� so that
any t�	 parties can perform this operation jointly� whereas
it is infeasible for at most t parties to do so even by collusion�

Mobile adversaries �speci�cally� attackers that temporarily
compromise a server and then move on to the next victim�
could progressively compromise all the servers� In order to
thwart these kinds of attack� proactive schemes are pro�
posed� They make use of share refreshing� which enables
servers to compute new shares from old ones in collabora�
tion� without disclosing the service private key to any server�
The new shares constitute a new �n� t�	� sharing of the ser�
vice�s private key�

This mechanism can be very robust against sophisticated
attacks� and is therefore well suited for military applications�
However� it requires that a subset of the nodes �the servers�
play a speci�c role at a given point in time� an undesirable
requirement for self�organized civilian networks� in which
each user is expected to behave in a sel�sh� way�

The next subsection discusses ways to eliminate this con�
straint� at the expense of a strong locality assumption�

4.2 Key agreement
As mentioned in ���� nodes willing to establish a secure ses�
sion must share a prior context� The scenario considered by
the authors is a small group of people at a conference coming
together in a room for an ad hoc meeting and willing to set
up a wireless network session among their laptop computers
for the duration of the meeting� It is assumed that they do
not have access to public key infrastructure or third party
key management service� The proposed solution is the fol�
lowing� a fresh password is chosen and shared among those
present in the room �e�g�� by writing it on a blackboard��
However� it would be a mistake to use this password di�
rectly as the key� as the protocol would then be vulnerable
to dictionary attacks ����� Therefore� the authors propose to
make use of password�authenticated key exchange by which
they derive a strong shared key starting from only a weak
shared key� This proposal only works if the parties can share
a password by being physically present in the same room�

5. SELF-ORGANIZED PUBLIC-KEY
INFRASTRUCTURE

The problem of public�key distribution in general can be
summarized in the following question� How can a user u ob�
tain the authentic public key of another user v in the pres�
ence of an active attacker� The most well�known approach
to solve this problem is based on public�key certi�cates� A
public�key certi�cate is a data structure in which a pub�
lic key is bound to an identity �and possibly to some other
attributes� by the digital signature of the issuer of the cer�
ti�cate� When user u wants to obtain the authentic public
key of user v� it acquires a chain of public�key certi�cates
such that the �rst certi�cate of the chain can directly be ver�
i�ed by u using a public key that u holds and trusts� each
remaining certi�cate can be veri�ed using the public key in
the previous certi�cate of the chain� and the last certi�cate
contains the public key of the target v� It is assumed that
u trusts the issuer of each certi�cate in the chain�

In many of the known certi�cate based systems �e�g�� in
Privacy Enhanced Mail �	��� public�key certi�cates are is�
sued by trusted third parties� called Certi�cation Authori�
ties� This is not a self�organized approach for obvious rea�
sons� and therefore� it is not appropriate for self�organized
mobile ad hoc networks� In other systems �e�g�� in Pretty
Good Privacy �PGP� ������ certi�cates are issued by the
users themselves� however� the distribution of certi�cates is
based on publicly accessible certi�cate directories that reside
on centrally managed servers� For this reason� this approach
is not fully self�organized either�

We propose a new public�key distribution system suitable
for self�organized mobile ad hoc networks� which is similar
to PGP in the sense that public�key certi�cates are issued by
the users� However� as opposed to PGP� we do not rely on
certi�cate directories for the distribution of certi�cates� In�
stead� in our system� certi�cates are stored and distributed
by the users� Each user maintains a local certi�cate repos�
itory that contains a limited number of certi�cates selected
by the user according to some algorithm� When user u wants
to obtain the public key of user v� they merge their local
certi�cate repositories� and u tries to �nd an appropriate
certi�cate chain from u to v in the merged repository� We



present algorithms to construct local certi�cate repositories
such that� if used by each user� any pair of users can �nd
certi�cate chains to each other in their merged repository
with high probability even if the size of the local reposito�
ries is small compared to the total number of users of the
system� This means that our approach is scalable� however�
it provides only probabilistic guarantees�

5.1 Model and framework
We assume that if a user u believes that a given public key
belongs to a given user v� then u issues a public�key certi��
cate to v� Furthermore� we assume that users are honest
and do not issue false certi�cates� We brie�y address the
problem of dishonest users in Subsection ����

We model the relationships between users represented by the
public�key certi�cates as a directed graph G�V�E�� where
V and E stand for the set of vertices and the set of edges�
respectively� We call this graph the trust graph� The vertices
of the trust graph represent users and the edges represent
public�key certi�cates� More precisely� there is a directed
edge from vertex u to vertex v if user u issued a public�key
certi�cate to user v�

A certi�cate chain from user u to user v is represented by
a directed path from vertex u to vertex v in G� For any
directed graph H� if two vertices u and v are in H� and
there is a directed path from u to v in H� then we say that
v is reachable from u in H and we denote this by u �H v�
Thus� the existence of a certi�cate chain from user u to user
v means that vertex v is reachable from vertex u in G �i�e��
u�G v��

As we mentioned before� in our public�key distribution sys�
tem� each user maintains a local repository of public�key
certi�cates� This repository has two parts� First� each user
stores the certi�cates that she issued� This is needed in
order to store all the certi�cates issued in the system in a
decentralized way� Second� each user stores a set of selected
certi�cates issued by other users in the system� In terms of
our model� this means that each user u stores the outgoing
edges �with the corresponding vertices� from vertex u and
an additional set of selected edges �with the corresponding
vertices� of the trust graph� We refer to the set of selected
edges �and vertices� as the subgraph that belongs to u�

When user u wants to verify the public key of user v� u
and v merge their repositories of selected certi�cates� and u
tries to �nd an appropriate certi�cate chain from u to v in
the merged repository� In the model� u and v merge their
subgraphs� and u tries to �nd a path from vertex u to vertex
v in the merged subgraph� An example is shown in Figure ��

We assume that each user uses the same subgraph selection
algorithm A to build her subgraph� When A is executed
on G by user u� it results in a subgraph that we denote by
SA�G� u�� The union of the subgraphs SA�G� u� of user u
and SA�G� v� of user v is denoted by SA�G� u� v�� Since the
union operation is commutative� SA�G� u� v� � SA�G� v� u��

We de�ne the performance pA�G� of the subgraph selection
algorithm A on the trust graph G as the ratio of the number
of user pairs �u� v� where there is a directed path from u to

uv

subgraph of u
subgraph of v
path from u to v

Figure 
� Merging subgraphs� When user u wants to
verify the public key of user v� u and v merge their
local certi�cate repositories� and u tries to �nd a
certi�cate chain from u to v in the merged repos�
itory� In our trust graph model� local certi�cate
repositories are represented by subgraphs and cer�
ti�cate chains are represented by paths� Therefore�
in the model� u and v merge their subgraphs� and u
searches for a path from vertex u to vertex v in the
merged subgraph�

v in the merged subgraph of u and v to the number of user
pairs �u� v� where there is a directed path from u to v in the
trust graph� Formally�

pA�G� �
�f�u� v� � V � V � u�SA�G�u�v� vg

�f�u� v� � V � V � u�G vg

where � denotes the cardinality of a set� Essentially� pA�G�
expresses which fraction of the existing directed paths in
G can be reconstructed if only the subgraphs SA�G� u� and
SA�G� v� are available when a path between u and v is re�
quested�

Besides its performance� A has other important character�
istics as well� One of these is the size of the subgraphs that
it selects� Clearly� the performance of A can be increased
by selecting larger subgraphs� but then� users need more
memory to store their subgraphs� and this may lead to scal�
ability problems� Another important characteristic of A is
the amount and type of knowledge required by the users to
execute it� Again� the performance of A can be increased
by using more information about the trust graph� but the
acquisition of this information may be di�cult or even in�
feasible� Finally� the algorithm should not assign a special
role to any of the nodes in the trust graph� In particular� it
is not desirable that each user�s subgraph contains a speci�c
node �a virtual center� of the trust graph�� Although� in
this case� any two subgraphs would intersect in this speci�c
node� and thus� the performance of A would be high� the
security of the system would rely on a single node� and this



should be avoided�

Therefore� the design objectives of subgraph selection algo�
rithms are the following�

� Performance� to achieve high performance on trust
graphs that may occur in the targeted application�

� Scalability� to select subgraphs that have a reasonable
size with respect to the size of the whole trust graph
�i�e�� the number of users in the system��

� Distribution� to rely on information that is local� to
the user that executes the algorithm� and

� Robustness� to avoid that the compromise of a single
user or a small number of users leads to the collapse
of the security of the whole system�

Clearly� there is no algorithm that is optimal with respect
to all objectives� one has to �nd a trade�o
�

5.2 The Shortcut Hunter algorithm
We expect that trust graphs that may occur in self�organized
systems exhibit small world ���� properties �i�e�� they have
a small average diameter and� at the same time� they are
highly clustered�� Shortcuts play an important role in re�
ducing the average diameter of small world graphs� A short�
cut is de�ned as an edge� upon whose removal� the shortest
undirected path between the nodes previously connected by
that edge becomes strictly larger than two� By an undirected
path� we mean a chain of arbitrarily directed edges� Since
shortcuts are important in small world graphs� we designed
a subgraph selection algorithm� called Shortcut Hunter� that
takes into account shortcuts when building a subgraph�

The algorithm selects a subgraph that consists of two log�
ically distinct parts� an out�bound and an in�bound path�
The paths are selected in multiple rounds� When selecting
the out�bound path of user u� the algorithm starts from ver�
tex u� and in each round� it selects an outgoing edge �with
its terminating vertex� that belongs to the last selected ver�
tex� In practice� this means that u must ask the user of the
last selected vertex for a list of her outgoing edges� This list
can easily be provided� because each user stores her outgoing
edges� The selection of the in�bound path of u is similar� the
algorithm starts from vertex u� and in each round� it selects
an incoming edge �with its originating vertex� that belongs
to the last selected vertex� In order to make this possible�
each user must also know about her incoming edges� For
this reason� our algorithm requires that each user is noti�ed
whenever another user issues a certi�cate to her�

The selection of the next edge and its terminating or origi�
nating vertex z in each round of the algorithm is based on
the number of z�s shortcuts� More precisely� in each step� a
vertex that has the highest number of shortcuts is chosen�
A user u can determine the number of her shortcuts by ob�
taining information about the outgoing and incoming edges
of her adjacent users �i�e�� the users that belong to vertices
that are connected to vertex u with either an outgoing or
an incoming edge��

Below� we give a detailed description of the selection of the
out�bound path� The selection of the in�bound path works
in a similar way� We denote the set of vertices and the set
of edges of the selected out�bound path by V �S� and E�S��
respectively� Furthermore� we denote the set of edges of the
trust graph by E�G� and we assume that the algorithm is
executed by user u� The length s of the selected path is a
parameter� The set N contains those vertices of G that have
been processed but not selected into the path�

	� Initialization� V �S� �� fug� E�S� �� �� N �� �� w ��
u� i �� �

�� T �� f�w� z� � E�G� � z �� V �S� and z �� Ng

�� If T � �� then backtracking �

�a� If w � u� then go to step �

�b� Add w to N

�c� Take the edge �v� w� � E�S�

�d� Remove �v� w� from E�S�� and remove w from
V �S�

�e� w �� v� i �� i� 	

�f� Go to step �

�� Choose the edge �w� z� � T the terminating vertex z of
which has the highest number c of shortcuts �if there
are several such edges� then choose one randomly�

�� If c � �� then choose the edge �w� z� � T the termi�
nating vertex z of which has the highest number of
outgoing edges �if there are several such edges� then
choose one randomly�

�� Add �w� z� to E�S�� and add z to V �S�

�� w �� z� i �� i� 	

�� If i � s� then go to step �

�� Output the path �V �S�� E�S�� and stop

5.3 Evaluation of Shortcut Hunter
We have investigated the performance of Shortcut Hunter on
real PGP trust graphs that we have obtained from the web
sites www�pgpi�org and www�cert�org� More precisely� we
extracted the largest strongly connected component of three
PGP public�key databases� and we considered these strongly
connected components as trust graphs for our purposes� The
performance of Shortcut Hunter on these trust graphs for
various subgraph sizes is shown in Figure ��

It can be seen that Shortcut Hunter performs very well on
the two smaller trust graphs even if the size of the selected
subgraphs is very small� For instance� when the size of the
selected subgraphs is only ��� the performance is more than
����� This means that if each user stores only �� certi��
cates �	� out�bound and 	� in�bound� in her local repository�
which are selected using Shortcut Hunter� then any user can
obtain and verify the public key of any other user� using
only the local certi�cate repositories of the two users� with
approximately ���� probability� The performance of the al�
gorithm on the largest trust graph is signi�cantly worse�



Figure �� The performance of Shortcut Hunter in real PGP trust graphs

however� it shows an increasing tendency as the subgraph
size increases�

The pure Shortcut Hunter algorithm builds a subgraph that
consists of a single out�bound and a single in�bound path�
We modi�ed it in such a way that it builds a subgraph that
consists of several vertex disjoint out�bound and vertex dis�
joint in�bound paths� We call this modi�ed algorithm Star
Shortcut Hunter �since the subgraph that it builds resem�
bles a star�� More precisely� when running from a vertex
u� Star Shortcut Hunter builds pout � min�nout � c� vertex
disjoint out�bound and pin � min�nin � c� vertex disjoint in�
bound paths where nout and nin denote the number of u�s
outgoing and incoming edges� respectively� and c is a con�
stant� The length � of each path is equal to ds��pout �pin�e�
where s is the required size of the resulting subgraph �which
is an input of the algorithm�� Note that if c � 	� then Star
Shortcut Hunter is equivalent to the pure Shortcut Hunter
algorithm�

The operation of Star Shortcut Hunter is based on the al�
gorithm described in the previous subsection� That algo�
rithm is executed pout times to build pout out�bound paths
of length �� In order to ensure that the selected out�bound
paths are disjoint� at the beginning of each execution� the
set N is initialized with the set of vertices selected so far�
instead of resetting it to � each time� The selection of the
in�bound paths is based on similar principles� The perfor�
mance of Star Shortcut Hunter when c � 	� is shown in
Figure ��

It can be seen that Star Shortcut Hunter performs better on
the largest trust graph than Shortcut Hunter does� Its per�
formance on all three trust graphs is more than ���� when
the size of the selected subgraph is around two times the

square root of the size of the trust graph� This shows that
Star Shortcut Hunter can achieve a high performance� yet
it is scalable� In addition� the user who executes it needs to
have only local knowledge of the trust graph� Namely� the
user needs information only about the number of shortcuts
of the neighbors of the last selected vertex� in order to se�
lect the next vertex into the subgraph� However� regarding
robustness of Star Shortcut Hunter �and Shortcut Hunter��
it seems that some vertices are selected more often into the
subgraphs than others�

5.4 Dishonest users
So far� we have assumed that each user is honest and does
not issue false certi�cates� Relaxing this assumption re�
quires the introduction of some sort of authentication met�
ric into our model� An authentication metric is a function
� that takes two users u and v and a trust graph G as in�
puts� and returns a numeric value ��u� v� G� that represents
the assurance with which u can obtain the authentic public
key of v using the information in G� For instance� � could
return the number of vertex disjoint paths from u to v in
G� For an overview of existing authentication metrics and
an insight into their design principles� we refer to �����

The de�nition of the performance of a subgraph selection al�
gorithm A on a trust graph G � �V�E� when authentication
metric � is used can be de�ned as follows�

pA���G� �
	

�W

X
�u�v��W

��u� v� SA�G� u� v��

��u� v�G�

where W � f�u� v� � V � V � ��u� v�G� �� �g� pA���G� rep�
resents the average of the ratios of the assurance obtained
when only information from the local repositories is used



Figure �� The performance of Star Shortcut Hunter when c � 	� in real PGP trust graphs

to the assurance obtained when information from the whole
trust graph is used� If pA���G� is close to one� then essen�
tially the same assurance can be obtained using the local
repositories as using the whole trust graph�

Note that the above de�nition of the algorithm performance
is a generalization of our previous de�nition given in Sub�
section ��	� In fact� in that subsection� we implicitly used
the binary metric

���u� v�G� �

�
	 if u�G v
� otherwise

and it is easy to verify that pA����G� � pA�G� for any A
and G�

In the future� we intend to use more complex authentication
metrics that better model the e
ect of dishonest users on
the public�key distribution system� Whether the proposed
algorithms prove to be e�cient with respect to these metrics
is a question that we intend to explore�

6. CONCLUSION
We have surveyed the threats and possible solutions for the
basic mechanisms and for the security mechanisms in mobile
ad hoc networks� As for the latter� we developed the idea
of a self�organized public�key infrastructure� Our system
is similar to PGP in the sense that public�key certi�cates
are issued by the users� However� as opposed to PGP� we
do not rely on certi�cate directories for the distribution of
certi�cates� Instead� in our system� certi�cates are stored
and distributed by the users� We presented two algorithms
that users can use to build their local certi�cate repositories�

We showed that the algorithms achieve a high performance
on real PGP trust graphs� which means that any pair of users
can �nd certi�cate chains to each other using only their local
certi�cate repositories with a high probability� In addition�
the size of the local certi�cate repositories is small compared
to the total number of users in the system�

It has to be noted that this approach is not con�ned to ad
hoc networks� Indeed� it can be applied in all cases when
security has to be self�organized� Peer�to�peer applications
are a wonderful example thereof�

The analysis carried out in this paper raises a more general
and philosophical question� As we have seen� it is tempting
to think of mobile ad hoc networks as being self�organized�
The most relevant example of self�organization in the area
of security is PGP� however� PGP has remained con�ned so
far primarily to the community of computer literate users�

In the global domain of networking� the most impressive ex�
ample of a widespread self�organized system is the World
Wide Web� indeed� with the Web� any user can read and
publish information� and contribute to the evolution of the
contents in a totally decentralized way� Standardization
bodies do accomplish an important work of re�nment of the
building blocks �such as the format of URLs� HTML and
HTTP�� but no organization runs the Web� the underlying
IP network is operated� but the Web as such is not� Can se�
curity be brought to self�organized mobile ad hoc networks
in as decentralized a way as the hypertext was brought to
the Internet� If yes� such a powerful property could also be
misused� what are then the mechanisms to be put in place
to prevent this to happen� Both questions are currently on
our research agenda�
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